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Point 1: Your Three Second Catch-Phrase

What does it say? Does it create a catch phrase that telegraphs your company?
- Eg: Stress-free small business accounting
-Geek-free computer advice
-Zero-patience for cheap tyres
-Anti-angina personal coaching

Point 2: Does your headline have the combination of problem/ solution and target audience?
If not, you could be using headlines that are not quite as effective in attracting customers.
For a free report:
http://www.psychotactics.com/psychoheadlines.pdf

Point 3: Tone of Voice

Is this technical?
Is it boring?
Is there a story here?
Is there drama?
How do visuals and captions help?
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Point 4: What to expect

Why should I even read? The customer needs to quickly know what to expect, or they’ll click away to
another site.

Point 5: Purpose of Website

To get you to subscribe.
(As if you didn’t know that). There are half a dozen places that guide you gently (hah!) to subscribe.

Point 6: Purpose of Website

Ahem, in case you didn’t get the earlier point.

Point 7: Killing Objections

Notice how the objections are killed with logic. With a clear understanding that you can buy the Brain
Audit (and other products) --and that you should. And how the testimonials back up the thought. The
testimonials to the right and bottom, work just as hard to kill the objections. We’re sceptical as humans. It’s
important to kill objections as it reduces the risk factor and increases the trust factor.

Others:
-The cartoon adds to the whimsical touch. Never have a picture without a caption. Ever.

Have you seen pictures in your newspaper without captions? Plus it helps search engines find keywords on
your site.
-Black Navigation Box: Simple, clear navigation.
-Subscribe Box: The eye movement ends up here on the top right hand side. What do you see on the right
hand side? What I want you to do. :)
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Point 9: Customer Retention and Internet Marketing

Customer retention is a link that should go to customer retention. This allows the client to go where they
want to go, based on the links.
Internet marketing is a link that can go to the Internet articles.

Point 10: Purpose of Website

We’re headed close to conversion. You’ve seen quite a bit as you scroll down, and each point is specifically
designed to get you to subscribe before you leave the site.
Here’s the logic of three reasons. As you see, there’s clear direction, about what you should do. Nothing
left to chance. Any wonder why we get so many susbcribers signing up?

Others:
-Actually telling you what to do. Actually dissuading you from subscribing.
How’s this for a bit of reverse psychology?
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Point 10: Conversion

We’re headed close to conversion. You’ve seen quite a bit as you scroll down, and each point is specifically
designed to get you to subscribe before you leave the site.
Here’s the logic of three reasons. As you see, there’s clear direction, about what you should do. Nothing left
to chance. Any wonder why we get so many susbcribers signing up?

Point 11: Testimonials

Bringing the big guns out, and bringing in testimonials from authors and other persuasion specialists.
See how the objection of ‘not having time’ is killed.

Point 12: Click

For those who’ve missed all the other signs. This takes them to the articles where you’re asked to do...what
else...sign up?
There’s clear purpose. The conversion factor is here only to get customers to sign up. The Brain
Audit you see on the right, is only meant as a courtesy for a returning visitor in case they want to buy the
Brain Audit and don’t want to go through the normal navigation.

Notes: Signature
A signature helps. It gives credentials to the site. Um...don’t use your real signature, unless you like forgers.

Point 11: Brain Auditor

A title helps. Create branding quickly.

Point 12: Reward

Giving clients control and the chance to complain. It also provides us with feedback and encourages
complaints. Why encourage complaints?
Hmmm...good question.
Read http://www.psychotactics.com/artsilent-customer

Other Resources
Is it really hard to create saleable information products?
What if you don’t consider yourself a writer? Can you still create an
information product that sells? And can that information product
then help you get increased revenue and time? The answer lies in
your ability to believe in yourself. Most of the clients I deal with
don’t believe they can create an info-product. And then having
created a single info-product believe that they’ve put all they know
into that product. And that they have nothing else to give.
And from experience we know that those who follow this course,
and what it teaches, can create not one, but tens, even hundreds of
info-products. Which of course leads to another problem? How do
you get customers to buy? How do you create a distribution channel? How you do all of this without the hype and the hoopla. How?
Find out at: http://www.psychotactics.com/

There’s one big problem with a website.
And that problem is that a website is invisible among thousands
and squillions of other websites. So is it then possible to somehow have a strategy. A strategy that doesn’t depend on tens of
thousands of prospects. A strategy that doesn’t depend on tons of
advertising and all those joint ventures? And is it possible to make
your website so powerful that it has followers?
That it’s not a bunch of bytes online, but actually a place where
customers congregate. Sounds crazy doesn’t it? Well, find out for
yourself the difference between just having a website, and having
a website strategy that makes your business robust; makes your
clients happy, and makes you a more prosperous, and far more
relaxed business owner. Find out at:
http://www.psychotactics.com/

Why Article
A
Writing Creates Expertise
Every b
business has not one, but about five hundred competitors.
And no matter how unique your business is today, you will have
competition lurking just around the corner. This leads us to a
compe
dilemma. How you separate yourself from the herd? How do you
dilemm
customers to come to you, instead of you always having to pitch
get cus
to them?
them
The key
ke is the ability to get a message across to your audience in a
manner that’s non-threatening, educational, and entertaining at
mann
same time. And let’s face it, you’re probably intimidated that
the sam
you’re never going to be able to do that ever. Because every time
you’ve sat down to write, it’s been one heck of a struggle. You know
is crucial, but you’ve tried it, and it’s been frusthat article-writing
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trating and demoralising. And you don’t know of a way out. Well...
hint (Go on take the hint and click). And judge for yourself.
hint, h
http://www.psychotactics.com/
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If you find anything that bugs you, please click on
the bug above to send me an email. Nothing is too
small or too big. And if I can, I’ll be sure to fix it.
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